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Abstract

controlled BLSTM (LC-BLSTM) was proposed [14] to get a
trade-off between performance and delay. This structure looks
ahead for a fixed number of frames other than making use of
the entire future frames in BLSTM. With lower latency, LCBLSTM hybrid system in [15] achieves comparable performance to BLSTM. However, it is not clear whether such structures would be practical for A-E2E models.
For GSA mechanism, the context vector for decoder is computed based on the entire encoder outputs. Thus, the model cannot produce the first character until all input speech frames have
been consumed during inference. One straightforward idea for
reducing the attention delay is to make the input sequence to
be attended shorter. Neural Transducer (NT) [16, 17] is such a
method. It cuts the input sequence into none-overlapping blocks
and performs GSA over each block to predict the targets correspond to that block. The ground truth of each block needs to
be acquired by a process named alignment, which resembles
force alignment in conventional ASR systems and takes much
time during training. Another idea is to take advantage of the
monotonicity of speech. Hard monotonic attention which attends only one of the encoder outputs was introduced to stream
the attention part. The hard attention needs to calculate a probability for each encoder output to determine whether it should be
attended or not at each step and this causes a non-differentiable
problem. One solution for this problem is reinforcement learning [18, 19] while the other is to estimate the expectation of context vector during training [20]. To better exploit the information of encoder, Chiu et al. proposed Monotonic Chunkwise Attention (MoChA) [21] which adaptively splits the encoder outputs into small chunks over which soft attention is applied and
only one output is generated for each chunk. However, MoChA
uses a fixed chunk size for all output steps and all utterances. It
is not appropriate for ASR due to the variational pronunciation
rate of output units and speakers.
In this work, we construct a LAS baseline system with
BLSTM encoder and GSA mechanism, denoted as BLSTMGSA, and explore methods to stream it by overcoming the
abovementioned problems. On the encoder side, we replace
BLSTM with LC-BLSTM to reduce the delay of forward computation and name the model as LC-GSA. With initialization
from BLSTM-GSA, LC-GSA has almost no degradation to
LAS baseline. On the attention side, MoChA with BLSTM encoder (BLSTM-MoChA) is explored and it also behaves well.
Meanwhile, we propose an adaptive monotonic chunk-wise attention (AMoChA) to adaptively generate chunk length to better fit the speech properties. The AMoChA is different from the
MAtChA in [21], which calculates expectation of weight distribution of encoder output to implement adaptive chunk length.
On the contrary, we use several feed forward layers to predict
the chunk length directly. Furthermore, we offer another two
revisions which can be used both on MoChA and AMoChA to

Attention-based end-to-end models such as Listen, Attend and
Spell (LAS), simplify the whole pipeline of traditional automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems and become popular
in the field of speech recognition. In previous work, researchers
have shown that such architectures can acquire comparable results to state-of-the-art ASR systems, especially when using a
bidirectional encoder and global soft attention (GSA) mechanism. However, bidirectional encoder and GSA are two obstacles for real-time speech recognition. In this work, we aim to
stream LAS baseline by removing the above two obstacles. On
the encoder side, we use a latency-controlled (LC) bidirectional
structure to reduce the delay of forward computation. Meanwhile, an adaptive monotonic chunk-wise attention (AMoChA)
mechanism is proposed to replace GSA for the calculation of attention weight distribution. Furthermore, we propose two methods to alleviate the huge performance degradation when combining LC and AMoChA. Finally, we successfully acquire an
online LAS model, LC-AMoChA, which has only 3.5% relative
performance reduction to LAS baseline on our internal Mandarin corpus.
Index Terms: attention, end-to-end, online speech recognition

1. Introduction
Recently, end-to-end (E2E) models have become increasingly
popular on automatic speech recognition (ASR), as they allow one neural network to jointly learn acoustic, pronunciation and language model, greatly simplifying the whole pipeline
of conventional hybrid ASR systems. Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) [1, 2], Recurrent Neural Network Transducer (RNN-T) [3, 4, 5], Recurrent Neural Aligner [6, 7], Segment Neural Transduction [8] and Attention-based E2E (AE2E) models [9, 10, 11] are such E2E models that are well explored in the literature. With a unidirectional encoder, these
model architectures are easy to deploy for an online ASR task
except the attention based model. A-E2E model was first introduced to ASR in [9]. Later on, a paradigm named Listen,
Attend and Spell (LAS) with a bidirectional long short-term
memory (BLSTM) [12] encoder was examined on a large-scale
speech task [10] and more recently it shows superior performance to a conventional hybrid system [11]. Besides, previous work showed that LAS offers improvements over CTC and
RNN-T models [13]. However, LAS with bidirectional encoder
and global soft attention (GSA) must process the entire input
sequence before producing an output. This makes it hard to be
used in online ASR scenarios. The goal of this paper is to endow the LAS with the ability to decode in a streaming manner
with as less degradation of its performance as possible.
The first problem of LAS to be solved for online purpose
is the computation delay in bidirectional encoder. Latency-
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alleviate the degradation caused by combing the LC-BLSTM
encoder with AMoChA (denoted as LC-AMoChA). Finally, the
model LC-AMoChA can decode in a streaming manner with
acceptable performance reduction of relative 3.5% to offline
model BLSTM-GSA.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic offline LAS model. The details of
our methods to stream LAS baseline are described in Section
3. Experimental details and results are presented in Section 4
and the paper is concluded with our findings and future work in
Section 5.

Listener
Features
h

Output y

(a) GSA

(b) MoChA

(c) AMoChA

Figure 1: Comparison of different attention mechanisms. Each
node represents the possibility of a listener feature (vertical
axis) attended at a given output timestep (horizontal axis). The
dotted box contains the required listener features to calculate
ci at each step yi . GSA need entire listener features to get ci .
MoChA uses fixed chunk length (2 in the figure) while AMoChA
can learn chunk length adaptively at each step to calculate ci .

2. Basic LAS Model
The basic LAS model consists of three modules and it can be
described by Eq.(1) - (6). Given a sequence of input frames
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT }, a listener encoder module, which consists of a multi-layer BLSTM is used to extract higher level representations h = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hU } with U ≤ T .
h = Listener(x)

(1)

and AMoChA is the calculation of ci , which means Eq.(3) (5) can be replaced with following process for inference and
training respectively:

si = SpellerRN N (si−1 , yi−1 , ci−1 )

(2)

3.2.1. Inference

T

ei,u = Energy(si , hu ) = V tanh(Wh hu + Ws si + b) (3)
exp(ei,u )
αi,u = P
0
u0 exp(ei,u )
X
ci =
αi,u hu

For inference, we first compute an attend probability pi,u with
listener output hu and speller state si to represent the possibility
of hu to be attended at step i. Then the attend/don’t attend decision can be made by sampling from a Bernoulli random variable
parameterized by pi,u . To simplify the sampling process, we assume that hu should be attended if pi,u > 0.5 or ei,u > 0. After we get the attended hu , which can be viewed as the boundary of listener outputs for each output step in speller, AMoChA
computes the ci within an adaptive self-learned chunk (W ) of
listener outputs which starts from hu−W +1 to hu . The above
process can be formulated as:

(4)
(5)

u

P (yi |x, y<i ) = SpellerOut(si , ci )

(6)

The speller usually contains an LSTM layer and an output
softmax layer. At every output step i, the attender first computes the context vector ci based on the speller state si and
listener output h, and then the speller generates output distribution. Eq.(3) - (5) tells how the attender works, where Wh ,
Ws , V and b are weights to be learned. This is also known as
soft attention and visualized in Fig.1a. It tells the speller where
to focus on in order to output the next unit.

ei,u = Energy(si , hu ) = g

3. Streaming Methods
3.1. Latency-controlled Listener
di,k

LSTM is a straightforward way to stream the listener, but the
performance gap is wide compared to BLSTM. Motivated by
[14, 15], we attempt to use LC-BLSTM to replace BLSTM in
the listener and try to make the performance loss as small as
possible.
LC-BLSTM has a better performance than unidirectional
LSTM and a lower latency than BLSTM which can be tolerated
by the online tasks in traditional hybrid systems. The main difference between LC-BLSTM and BLSTM is their data arrangement. For LC-BLSTM in our system, a sentence is first split
into non-overlapping blocks of fixed length Nc , then Nr future
frames are appended as right context for the reversed LSTM to
obtain limited future information, which causes some loss compared to the full sequence data arrangement for BLSTM.

vT
tanh(Ws si + Wh hu + b) + r
||v||
(7)

pi,u = σ(ei,u )
zi,u ∼ Bernoulli(pi,u )
v =u−W +1
= Energy(si , hk )
k = v, v + 1, ..., u
u
X
exp(di,k )
Pu
ci =
hk
l=v exp(di,l )

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

k=v

where g, r are learnable scalars. The two energy functions
above are similar but with different parameters.
The difference between MoChA and AMoChA is the acquisition of chunk length W . For MoChA, fixed-length chunk
W is used and it is hard to be regulated. This hyper-parameter
varies from language to output unit and is also affected by the
pronunciation rate. To solve the problem, AMoChA is proposed
to get free from selecting of hyper-parameter W . These two
mechanisms are visualized in Fig. 1b, 1c.
For AMoChA, after we get the attended hu , two approaches
are proposed to learn the chunk length W with hu and speller
state si at step i. The ideas are similar with [22]. But they use
only hu as input and the usage of W is different from us.
Constrained chunk length prediction: The chunk length
W is bounded by the maximum of chunk length Wmax with the
following equation:

3.2. Adaptive Monotonic Chunkwise Attender
Global soft attention (GSA) stated in Section 2 needs entire U
listener outputs to calculate ci at each step, which delays the
computation in speller. To address the issue, a revised MoChA
named Adaptive Monotonic Chunkwise Attention (AMoChA)
is proposed to stream the attender. The difference between GSA

W = Wmax ∗ σ(VpT F (Wh hu + Ws si + b))
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(13)

where, Wh , Ws , VpT are parameters to learn, σ is sigmoid function and activate function (F) can be ReLU [23] or Tanh.
Unconstrained chunk length prediction: Compared to
the Eq.(13), we investigate an unconstrained chunk length prediction network which ignores the hyper-parameter Wmax :
W = exp(VpT F (Wh hu + Ws si + b))

1-layer LSTM with 512 hidden units. To compare the performance of LC listener, we also explore the LSTM-GSA model
with unidirectional LSTMs encoder [26] whose hidden units
is 640. Furthermore, a HMM-BLSTM baseline without finetuning achieves a CER of 19.44%. The number of their parameters are approximately the same. The hidden size of energy
function and prediction network in AMoChA are both 512.
The total number of modelling unit is 6812, including 6809
Chinese characters, start of sequence (SOS), end of sequence
(EOS) and unknown character (UNK). All models are trained
by optimizing the CE loss except for the AMoChA which is
learned by optimizing Eq(17). Scheduled sampling [27] and
label smoothing [28] are all adopted during training to improve
performance. The training epoch for BLSTM-GSA and LSTMGSA is 30.We use teacher force at the first 11 epochs and use
output of last step to feed into network with schedule sampling
rate that gradually increases to 0.3 from epoch 12 to epoch 17.
From epoch 17, we fix schedule sampling rate to 0.3. We use an
initial learning rate of 0.0002 and halve it from epoch 24. The
other models are trained for 14 epochs with similar schedule
sampling and learning rate setting. Beam search decoding is
used without an external language model to evaluate our model
on test sets and the beam width is set to 5. Temperature [28] is
also used in decoding to let the output distribution more smooth
for better beam search results. The weight decay is 1e-5 [29].

(14)

where the exponential function here can ensure the chunk length
W to be positive.
In the original paper of MoChA, the author also talked
about its limitation of fixed-length chunk and proposed Monotonic Adaptive Chunkwise Attention (MATCHA). The method
implements adaptive chunk length by using the chunk within
two adjacent attended listener outputs and calculate expectation
of ci as MoChA for training. On the contrary, our method use
several neural layers to predict the chunk length directly.
3.2.2. Training
For MoChA training, the model can not be trained with backpropagation due to the sampling
P process. To remedy this, Raffel
et al. propose to get ci = u βi,u hu by computing the probability of weight distribution over listener outputs, which can be
formulated as:
αi,u−1
αi,u = pi,u ((1 − pi,u−1 )
+ αi−1,u )
(15)
pi,u−1
βi,u =

u+W
X−1
k=u

αi,k exp(di,u )
Pk
l=k−W +1 exp(di,l )

4.1. LC-GSA: Streaming the Listener
(16)

We start to train BLSTM-GSA (MDL1) and LSTM-GSA
(MDL2) as our baselines. The LSTM-GSA performs poor as
seen in Table 1. Then we explore the ability of LC-BLSTM to
stream the listener. As stated in section 3.1, the input sequence
is split into none-overlapping blocks with length Nc . Then Nr
future frames are appended to each block. The value of Nr
controls the latency of model. Table 1 shows the results of our
methods and it indicates that training from BLSTM-GSA can
result in an impressive improvement than training from scratch.
If Nc and Nr are chosen properly (64 and 32 for our task), the
LC-GSA (MDL3) behaves nearly the same as MDL1.
With LC-GSA, we think attention weight can be redistributed to attend more future frames and get similar context
vector as BLSTM-GSA at each output step even if the LCBLSTM lost some future information.

where the computation of αi,u and βi,u are time costed. There
is an efficient parallelized algorithm stated in [21]. We are not
going to discuss it here due to the page limitation.
In order to learn parameters in prediction network of
AMoChA, we use a multi-task loss function that is composed of
standard cross-entropy (CE) loss and mean square error (MSE)
loss between the predicted chunk length and the ground truth
chunk length, which is as follows:
Loss = (1 − λ) × LCE + λ × LW

(17)

where λ controls the ratio of CE and MSE. The ground truth
chunk length for each output character can be obtained from
greedy decoding or beam search decoding of each utterance
with BLSTM-GSA. We use the number of attention weight that
is above a threshold (0.01) as the target chunk length. Character level alignment from the hybrid system can also be used to
obtain the true chunk length for each character.

Table 1: Results of our methods to stream the listener

4. Experiments
Our experiments are conducted on a ∼ 1,000 hour Sogou internal data from voice dictation. The results are average CER of
three test sets which have about 22,000 utterances in total.
All experiments use 40-dimensional filter bank features,
computed every 10ms within a 25ms window. First and second
derivates are not used. Similar to [24], we concatenate every 5
consecutive frames to form a 200-dimensional feature vector as
the input to our network.
For our LAS baseline, a four-layer BLSTM with 256 hidden units on each LSTM is used as encoder. The third and forth
layer of BLSTM uses a pyramid structure that takes every two
consecutive frames of its input as new input. As a result, the
final output representation of listener is 4x subsampled. Addictive attention [25] is used in the attender. The speller is a

Model

Nc

Nr

Initial Model

CER(%)

MDL1
MDL2

-

-

Null
Null

17.88
20.4

MDL3
MDL3
MDL3

32
32
64

16
16
32

Null
MDL1
MDL1

20.13
18.63
17.99

4.2. BLSTM-AMoChA: Streaming the Attender
Next, we investigate the effectiveness of our proposed
AMoChA with an BLSTM listener. The first experiment is the
implementation of MoChA with BLSTM listener, denoted as
BLSTM-MoChA (MDL4). Our best model of MDL4 is trained
with MDL1 as initial model and the setting of chunk length is 10
(40 frames of the raw input in listener) for Chinese characters.
It achieves a CER of 17.7% which is comparable to MDL1.
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Table 2: The results of BLSTM-AMoChA. F is the activate function in Eq.13. SOL (source of label) illustrates how we get the
ground truth chunk length. BS1 means greedy decoding with
MDL1. BS5 represents beam decoding with beam size equals
5 and extra language model. HMM is the alignment result of
hybrid system.
Model

Wmax

λ

F

SOL

CER(%)

MDL1
MDL4

-

0
0

-

-

17.88
17.77

C-MDL5
C-MDL5
C-MDL5
C-MDL5
C-MDL5
C-MDL5

30
40
60
40
40
40

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.02
0.02

ReLU
ReLU
ReLU
ReLU
ReLU
Tanh

BS1
BS1
BS1
BS1
BS1
BS1

17.8
17.75
17.92
17.9
17.51
17.54

Table 3: Improvements to entire LAS. Future w means w-1 of
future information are averaged.
Model

Methods

Future w

MDL1
MDL6

-

1

17.88
20.22(−13.1%)

MDL6
MDL6
MDL6
MDL6

M1
M1
M2
M2

8
10
8
10

19.49
19.94
18.87
18.78(−5%)

MDL7

M2

10

18.5(−3.5%)

77
10

0.02
0.02
0.02

ReLU
ReLU
ReLU

BS1
HMM
BS5

44
80

80

80

80

17.45
17.40
17.36

10

6
4

10

4

13

9
9

(a) MDL1

(b) MDL6

(c) MDL7

Figure 2: Distribution of attention weight in different models.
The dotted box contains listener features with non-zero weight
and chunk length is printed in the box. MDL6 is the model with
only pre-training methods. MDL7 is the model in Table 3.

The second method (M2) is to utilize the future information
for each attended probability pi,u at output step i:

pi,u
ˆ =

pi,u + pi,u+1 + · · · + pi,u+w−1
w

u = 1, 2, . . . , U
(19)
It means the average probability is used to judge the boundary
instead of the original pi,u . The Eq.(19) can be inserted after
Eq.(8) during both training and inference.

4.3. LC-AMoChA: Online LAS
After streaming the listener and attender separately, we then
combine the two parts with best setting and acquire LC-MoChA
(MDL6) and LC-AMoChA (MDL7). These two models behave
not well if no extra methods are used. In this part, we will figure
out why it will happen and explore how to solve the problem.
According to the experience in section 4.1, we use pretrained model as initial model for MDL6 and MDL7. The results are exhibited in Table 3. Despite using pre-trained models,
a huge degradation occurs (-13.1%). By observing the attention weight distribution of MDL1 and MDL6, we find that the
boundary of alignment shifts to the future listener features obviously. One example shows in Fig.2a, 2b. MoChA calculates an
energy scalar pi,u with listener features to determine the boundary of each output units. The lost future information of listener
features caused by LC-BLSTM will make the boundary shift to
the future and eventually lead to the degradation of CER. In order to compensate the degradation, we propose two methods to
ease the problem.
Given the listener outputs h, we suppose the attended probability of h at step i is pi = {pi,1 , pi,2 , . . . , pi,U }, the first
method (M1) we used is to append w − 1 future listener features for each hu with the following equation to calculate pi :
f or

10

22

Table 2 compares the results of two different chunk length
prediction methods, which are proposed in section 3.2. These
models are all trained with MDL1 as initial model. For constrained chunk length prediction method, we denote it as Constrained BLSTM-AMoChA (C-MDL5). The table shows that
the best upper bound of chunk length is 40 and the 0.02 is the
best proportion of the chunk length prediction task. For the activate function, ReLU behaves slightly better than Tanh. With
the best setting, Unconstrained BLSTM-AMoChA (U-MDL5)
with different ground truth chunk length are studied. BS5 seems
provide the most accurate chunk length supervision. The best
result of model U-MDL5 can achieve a 17.36% of CER and
outperform the MDL4, which uses fixed chunk length.

hu + hu+1 + · · · + hu+w−1
hˆu =
w

6
32

80

10

-

10
68

80

U-MDL5
U-MDL5
U-MDL5

CER(%)

f or

By utilizing future information, we can drag back the
boundary of alignment to some extent and the attention weights
can be redistributed within the chunk length to have a better
performance, which can be seen in Fig.2c. Table 3 compares
the result of our two revisions to MDL6 with only pre-training
method. The table indicates that M2 with averaging 10 consecutive future attended possibilities can stream the MDL1 with
least degradation (-5%). Finally, together with AMoChA, the
basic offline LAS can decode in a streaming manner with an
acceptable 3.5% relative degradation of CER.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we explore an online attention-based LAS system.
On the listener side, we propose to use LC-BLSTM to decrease
the latency. On the attention side, we propose an AMoChA
method to stream the attention and better fit the speech properties. By combining the two parts and utilizing our proposed
methods, the BLSTM-GSA can be online with only a 3.5% relative degradation of performance on our Mandarin corpus. In
AMoChA, the chunk length at each step may be related to the
last step. Perhaps LSTMs are better to be used here, which is
included in our future work. Furthermore, we use an one-layer
LSTM speller in our system. How to use a multi-layer speller
with AMoChA is another challenge for online ASR systems.

u = 1, 2, . . . , U
(18)
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